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Central Station
Here you probably arrive in our beautiful city 
Darmstadt.
The station was opened in 1912. At that time there 
was even a station especially for the royal family 
and their trips, called “Fürstenbahnhof”. In 2010, the 
newly renovated Art Nouveau station was chosen 
to be Germany‘s most beautiful train station. The 
outdoor area is modern, with colorful glass holding 
stables.

ESOC / ESA - 
space under control
Since 1967 all satellites worldwide 
have been observed and attended from 
Darmstadt. Hundreds of scientists from all 
over the world work there and monitor eg 
the launch of Rosetta and Mars Express.
During the holidays (or with the class) you 
can also visit the ESOC – however with 
strict controls at the entrance.

Darmstadtium –  
conference house and ele-
ment
In the modern science and congress 
center, which looks like a large ship, 
always something is happening: 
theater, exhibitions, concerts. 
New and old are combined here: 
The house is well equipped with 
technology but also a piece of the old 
city wall is exposed and integrated. 
The name comes from the 1994 
newly discovered chemical element 
number 110thNummer 110.

Woog – a refreshing dip
The Woog - this is our beautiful large natural lake in the middle 
of the city. You can choose between two different pools: one with 
a slide and a large lawn and the other with concrete pontoons 
and a 10-meter diving platform. In the summer you share the 
refreshing water with ducks, turtles and other families, if you‘re 
lucky even with a small snake. The hostel is right next door.
During cold winters, you probably can even walk on the frozen 
ice of the Woog.

Mathildenhöhe - anywhere Nouveau
The artists‘ colony Mathildenhöhe is a must for any 
tourist, because several landmarks of Darmstadt can 
be admired there: the „Five Finger Tower“, a nearly 50 
m high brick tower as a gift to the wedding of the Grand 
Duke Ernst Ludwig to Princess Eleonore, the Russian 
Chapel, for Zarin Alexandra of Hesse-Darmstadt specially 
built on Russian soil and the exciting Art Nouveau 
Museum.
All around there are some completely preserved Art 
Nouveau buildings from the early years of the 20th 
century and the nearby park Rosenhöhe is also worth 
a nice walk.

State Theatre - much better than a cinema
The state theatre consists of three different big stages and 
there is a variety of daily shows. For each theater taste is 
cared for.
Especially when it rains you should use this option.
“Theater to touch” you experience at a great family run 
„behind the scenes“.
The redesigned front of the theater is spectacular and a 
popular meeting place for refreshment at the fountain,  
or to get to know new young people.

National Museum -  
the orderly coexistence
2014, the National Museum was 
modernized and reopened. Now 
you can visit again interesting tem-
porary exhibitions on various topics 
here. The historical collection and 
the zoological department are al-
ways open. Old masters from diffe-
rent centuries as well as modern art 
coexist here. You can even wonder 
about or admire a chair full of fat 
(from Beuys).

Aktivspielplatz – Herrngarten - 
funny, beautiful and sporty!
In this active playground there is always 
someone in the afternoon to give you 
different toys such as balls, skateboards or 
stilts. While playing, listening to music and 
chatter, children and young people from 
different countries become quickly friends 
here. Football and basketball fields are 
available. Celebrating, being creative and 
even cook together, all this is possible. So an 
ideal meeting place for games and sport fans 
from around the world.

Herrngarten - Darmstadt  
„Green Living“
On warm days the largest and oldest city 
park of Darmstadt always offers you a quiet 
place to let one´s mind wander, do different 
sports and is always an ideal meeting place 
for friends. One can find all ages - from 
young to old.
In case of snow the landscape is enchanted, 
snow men arise and the hill is the toboggan 
run. You can lend a sleigh from the 
Aktivspielplatz.

Luisenplatz –  
the center of Darmstadt`s city
The Darmstadt „ LUI „ is the central square 
in the city for buses and trains and also for 
shopping , for example, in Luisencenter.  
Of course there are also ice cafés.
The nearly 40 -meter-high stone pillar in the 
middle of the square shows the sandstone 
statue of Grand Duke Ludewig I. Sometimes 
on Saturdays you can climb the 172 steps 
and admire Darmstadt from above.

Castle -  
residence of the dukes and counts
The city palace from the Baroque period was formerly 
inhabited by well-dressed jurisdictions and is located 
directly on the marketplace. 
Today a museum about the landgrave , parts of the 
university and the state library is situated there.
Formerly there was a moat around the castle but today 
you can walk and even drink a soda in the garden around 
the castle. During the summer holidays we visit the castle 
cellar for KIDS Disco evenings.
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Come to us!

Mit freundlicher Unterstützung von

Aktivspielplatz Herrngarten
• Meeting place for children of from 5 to 

14 years / free spare time in the park / 
Monday till Friday afternoon 

Förderverein Aktivspielplatz 

• Where is it nice in Darmstadt? 
• A town tour of youngsters for youngsters 
• 2. Place with Europe price in 2015 
• now digitally for EVERYBODY 

Darmstadt for beginners …

Come to us!
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